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VHS videocassette rewinder CD/DVD cleaning and repair kits

Saves wear and tear on your VCR.
Slim -design one-way rewinder for
VHS VCRs and camcorders.
Counterbalance -controlled rewinding
mechanism helps protect tapes.
Automatic stop, soft eject. #44-1223

Video head cleaners for
8mm, VHS -C and Mini DV formats

8mm wet -process cleaner
Safely cleans video heads of 8mm camcorders and VCRs. Removes dirt, dust
and oxide deposits. Includes cassette and cleaning fluid. #44-1232

VHS -C wet -process cleaner
Cleans magnet and tape heads of VHS -C camcorders and VCRs. Includes
cleaning fluid and cassette. Non-abrasive. #44-1231
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NEW TDr head cleaner for Mini DV camcorders
Efficient, dry -format cleaner helps keep your Mini DV camcorder operating like
new. Formulated for maximum cleaning with minimum abrasion. #44-1234

CD FastWipes'
Lint -free, nonabrasive wipes clean
audio CDs, CD-ROMs and DVDs.
4%" diameter. #42-350

CD lens -cleaner disc
Safely removes dust and dirt. Easy -to -
follow instructions recorded on the
cleaning CD for added convenience.
#42-227

NEW Radial CD cleaner
Just insert CD and turn to remove
fingerprints, dirt and smoke residue
from standard and 3" CDs. Includes
cleaning solution plus a chamois for
polishing. #42-7051

DVD lens cleaner/analyzer
Cleans lens with six micro brushes.
Also analyzes/checks Dolby® Digital
5.1 -channel sound, plus color fade,
contrast, brightness, speakers and
frequency response. #44-1250

CD/DVD/game disc skip fixer
CD/DVD/game disc scratch remover/cleaner
fluid cleans and repairs CD -type discs. Restores
playing quality and fixes skips by removing fine
scratches and abrasions. Leaves a thin protective
film. Includes enough fluid to repair up to 200
or more discs. Nontoxic. 2 fluid oz. #44-1251

Head cleaners for your VHS VCR and full-size VHS camcorder

Wet -process VHS head cleaner
Safely cleans heads and air-cooling grooves to ensure
top performance. Non-abrasive. Includes fluid. #44-1230

VideoBRUSH' VHS head cleaner
30,000 soft, absorbent filaments custom -fit the delicate video
head, drum assembly and crucial air-cooling grooves in your VHS
VCR or camcorder. Safely and effectively cleans where most other
cleaners can't reach. #44-1203
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